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An insightful and convincing interpretation of Jung's encounter with Christianity. In the last 20 years

of his life, Jung wrote extensively on the Trinity, the Mass, alchemy and the Bible, in what Stein

understands as his effort to help Christianity evolve into its next stage of development. Here, Stein

provides a comprehensive analysis of Jung's writings on Christianity in relation to his personal life,

psychological thought and efforts to transform Western religion.
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Steven B. Herrmann, PhD, MFTAuthor of "William Everson: The Shaman's Call"When I read Stein's

book "Jung's Treatment of Christianity" in 1997 I was moved by a number of passages that hold a

special meaning for me. Some of these passage led me to wonder about the direction of

Christianity, and what Jung was attempting to do to help Western civilization move forward towards

a new orienting symbol of Wholeness. Stein helps to elucidate this. According to Stein "Jung's

stance toward Christianity was fundamentally that of a psychotherapist, and so the goal of all his

efforts with this `patient,' Christianity, was its psychotherapeutic transformation" (18). As Jung

emerged from his crisis of midlife Stein says that he had to shed this persona as empirical scientist

through his confrontation with the images of the philosopher-theologian, prophet, and finally, with

the image of the "shamanic healer," the most primordial symbol of wholeness in the human psyche.

Stein points to Jung's vision in 1939, of Christ on the Cross, which led Jung to offer up a meaning to

Christianity, for a possible cure to its "illness;" namely "the goal of its development toward



wholeness" (149). This meaning was constellated, Stein says, as a result of Jung's "'shamanic'

suffering of his Christian heritage" (149). In Stein's view, Jung took up this "shamanic"

wounded-healer position in his most controversial book, Answer to Job. About the peculiar style of

this work Stein writes: "This is the approach of the shamanic healer who allows himself to become

infected with the illness of the patient" (164). Another beautiful passage is as follows: "As the old

God-image of Christianity dies and decays, a new one is being incubated" (182). What is the new

image of God that Jung and Stein see is incubating?

Jung's treatment of Christianity is fast becoming very seductive to many streams of though and

therapy within the Christian community. It is penetrating deep into Christianity's liberal side as well

as into its charismatic, inner healing side. Therefore, a more systematic understanding of Jung's

though is imperative to the discerning evangelical.Stein gives an excellent categorization of past

interpretations of Jung's work, as well as adds his own interpretation. He contends that Jung's

writings on Christianity, as well as other religions, reflect "neither a reductionistic nor a revitalistic

attitude, as has been claimed by most of his other interpreters, but rather an

evolutionary-transformational one" (p. 19). Jung offers therapy that will enable Christianity to be

healed and regain its sense of wholeness, much in the same way that he offers therapy to

individuals. Thus, Jung's treatment of Christianity is inherently linked to his theory about the nature

of humanity and personality as a whole. His theory and therapy is of one piece.Stein lucidly

describes the development of Jung's theory in a Jungian manner. Indeed, Jung himself read the

"history of Christianity as the developmental history of a patient: for splits (between good and evil,

masculine and feminine), for repressions (of Gnosticism and alchemy), and for historical

developments of one-sidedness (the spiritual perfectionism and anti-naturalism of Christianity). This

book gives an illuminating overview of Jung's own faith, and is necessary reading for every Christian

interpreter of Jung. Stein isn't critical of Jung, but is widely sympathetic with his task.In his

sympathy, Stein reveals what most evangelicals would call Jung's dark side. Jung was involved in

the occult since childhood.
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